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Summary. The extent of the decidual cell reaction (DCR) on the 7th
day of pregnancy and placental weight, foetal weight and placental
morphology on the 18th day were found to be dependent on the genotype of the conceptus and the environment provided by the mother. No
association could be found between the extent of the DCR and placental
weight or placental morphology. There was, however, some suggestion
of a positive association between decidual weight and foetal weight.
It is suggested that, in the presence of antigenic differences between
mother and conceptus, the ability of a conceptus to elicit the DCR is
impaired, or the rate of development of the decidual tissue is reduced.
INTRODUCTION

The decidual cell reaction (DCR) in the uterine stroma is one of the charac¬
teristic features of ovum implantation in the mouse. This cellular proliferation
occurs in the
proximity of a blastocyst, and may be induced artificially. It is
therefore possible, by the injection of arachis oil (Finn & Hinchliffe, 1964), to
measure the ability of a uterus, of a given genotype, to respond to a decidual
stimulus in the absence of a blastocyst.
The function of the DCR is uncertain. It may act as a source of nutrition for
the developing conceptus, contain the invasiveness of the trophoblast (Kirby,
1965), or protect the conceptus from immunological rejection by the mother
during the early days of pregnancy (Kirby, Billington & James, 1966). It was
of interest, therefore, to study the effect of conceptus and maternal genotype
on the extent of the DCR and to determine whether the degree of decidual cell
formation in early pregnancy was related to foetal weight, placental weight
and placental morphology in later pregnancy.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mice
Inbred JU/Fa,

C57BL/McL and CBA/Fa mice of the Institute of Animal
Genetics, Edinburgh, and Ft mice derived from them were used. All females
*
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taken as the 1st day of pregnancy or pseudopregnancy.
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induced
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vaginal plug was
was

Nomenclature
Inbred mice are referred to as JU, C57 or CBA. The conceptuses and F1 mice
derived from mating a JU female to a CBA male are designated as (JU.CBA)
while those from the reciprocal cross are designated as (CBA.JU). Crosses
involving mice of other genotypes are described in a similar fashion.

Deciduoma induction
Deciduomata were induced by the injection of 0-01 ml of arachis oil into the
lumen of each uterine horn on the 4th day of pseudopregnancy at 13.00 hours.
Mice were killed on the morning of the 7th day of pseudopregnancy. Uteri
were trimmed of their mesenteries, blotted lightly and weighed to the nearest

milligram.

The decidual cell reaction
Inbred and F1 females were mated to JU, C57 or CBA males. The decidual
tissue present on the 7th day of pregnancy was dissected free from the uterus,
under physiological saline, blotted lightly and weighed to the nearest milligram.
No attempt was made to remove the tissue of the conceptus. The mean weight
of decidual tissue per implantation site was calculated.
Rate of conceptus development
Mice were killed at 15.00 hours on the 4th day of pregnancy. Their uteri
were flushed, and the numbers of morulae and blastocysts were recorded.
Foetal weight, placental weight and placental morphology
Placentae and foetuses were dissected free from their membranes on the 18th
day of pregnancy, blotted lightly and weighed to the nearest milligram. The
mean foetal and placental weights per female were calculated and used in the

analysis.
Four placentae from each of five litters were selected at random from each
cross. The placentae were fixed in Bouin's fixative. Sections, 8 /im thick, were
stained with haematoxylin and eosin. Midline placental sections were drawn
with the aid of a camera lucida, and the area of trophoblast and decidual tissue
was measured with a planimeter.
RESULTS

The uterine response of JU mice to the intraluminal injection of arachis oil was
significantly greater than the response of either C57 or CBA mice (Table 1,
P<0-05). There was no significant difference between the responses of JU.C57,
JU.CBA and C57.CBA females. No significant difference was found between
genotypes when uterine weight on the 7th day was expressed as a proportion
of uterine weight on the 4th day.
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Significant differences were found in the mean weight of decidual tissue
associated with conceptuses of different genotypes within the same maternal
environment and with conceptuses of the same genotype in different environ¬
ments (Table 2). Within JU females, the mean decidual weight induced by
JU.CBA conceptuses was significantly heavier than that induced by either
JU.JU or JU.C57 conceptuses (P<0-05) and was also significantly heavier than
Table 1
the 4

and 7
days of pseudo¬
pregnancy after deciduomata induction by oil

mean uterine weight on

Mean uterine wt

Genotype of
female

(mg±S.E.)
{Five mice/group)
4th

JU

C57
CBA

JU.CBA
JU.C57

C57.CBA

7 th

day

Mean % increase in
uterine wt between
the 4th and 7 th day

day

94-8±3-3
63-2 ±3-2

604-4 ±78-3
410-0 + 51-8

69·7±4·1

86-7 + 2-7
80-0+1-8
76-8+1-4

417·5±40·8
569·0±62·6
556-8±35-2
566-3 + 45-8

586·5±37·1

648-7 ±82-0
599-3 ±58-6
656-2 ±72-2
696-0 ±440
737-9 + 59-6

Table 2
decidual weight in inbred and

fx

hybrid females

Genotype of sire
Genotype
of dam
JU

C57
CBA

JU.CBA

CBA.JU

JU.C57
C57.JU

C57.CBA
CBA.C57

C57

JU
Mean

No. of
mice
33

22

Mean

(mg±S.E.)

No. of
mice

5-23 + 0-17
4-87 ±0-20

24

5-65 + 0-13

13

decidual

CBA

wt

15
15

4-14±0-10

12
20
12
14
12

5-12±0-21
7-18±0-29

7-05 + 0-18

5-68±0-14

5-38 + 0-24

34
15

8
20
12
15
12

decidual

Mean
wt

(mg±S.E.)
5-02 + 0-14
4-66 ±0-21

5-28±0-17

4-79 + 0-13
4-46 + 0-27

6-28±0-12

6-48 ±0-22
5-96 + 0-19
5-97 + 0-20

No. of
mice

(mg±S.E.)

30
25
20
15
9
12
13
16
12

5-87 + 0-11
5-06 ±0-20
4-20 + 0-20
6-83 + 0-18
5-59 ±0-25
5-91 ±0-26
6-05 ±0-27
6-43 + 0-11
5-92 + 0-16

decidual

wt

the response induced by a conceptus of the same genotype in CBA females
(/><0·01). In CBA females, the response to CBA.C57 conceptuses was greater
than that of either CBA.CBA or CBA.JU conceptuses (i3<0-05). No significant
difference within C57 females was apparent. Within Ft females of a given
genotype, the differences between the decidual response to conceptuses of
different genotypes were significant in all instances. When an Ft female was
mated to an unrelated strain, the mean decidual weight was always less than
when the female was mated to a parental strain. Thus, mean decidual weight
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in JU.CBA and CBA.JU females, after mating with a C57 male, was significantly
lighter than after mating with either CBA or JU males (P<0-01). Similarly, the
mean decidual weight of (JU.C57)CBA, (C57JU)CBA, (C57.CBA)JU and
(CBA.C57)JU conceptuses was the lightest in each within-mother comparison
{P<0-05 and <0-05, respectively). An effect of maternal environment not
directly attributable to genotype was also apparent in F1 females, this being
most marked in comparisons between JU.CBA and CBA.JU females where
mean decidual weights in CBA.JU females were significantly lighter than in
JU.CBA females (¿><0-05).
No significant difference in the rates of development of conceptuses of differ¬
ent genotypes and no consistent association between rate of development and
decidual weight was found in within-mother comparisons (Table 3).
As with decidual weight, foetal and placental weights were dependent on the
genotype of the conceptus and the maternal environment (Table 4). Crossbred
foetuses of inbred mothers were heavier than inbred foetuses, and a similar
Table 3
development stage of the conceptus at the time of maximum
uterine sensitivity for the induction of the decidual cell

reaction

Genotype
of
female

JU
JU
JU.CBA
JU.CBA
JU.CBA
C57.JU
C57.JU

C57.JU

Genotype
of
male

JU

CBA

JU

C57
CBA

JU

C57
CBA

situation with respect

to

No. of
mice

No. of
morulae and

Decidual

blastocysts

blastocysts

24
32
48
25
77
40
33
38

83-3
65-6

41-6
28-0

38-9
85-0
87-9
86-8

placental weight was found in

wt

(mg±S.E.)

5·23±0·17
5-87 ±0-11

5-63 + 0-13
4-79 ±0-13

6·83±0·18
8-05 + 0-18
6-48 + 0-22
6-65 + 0-27

C57 and CBA females.

females, however, JU.C5 7 placentae did not differ significantly in weight
from JU.JU placentae while JU.CBA placentae, after correction for litter size,
In JU

significantly lighter than inbred placentae ( <0·05).
In comparisons within mothers, there was no consistent association between
decidual weight on the 7th day of pregnancy (Table 2) and either placental
weight (Table 4) or placental morphology (Table 5) on the 18th day. For
example, CBA.C57 placentae had a greater decidual and placental weight than
CBA. CBA conceptuses, but a smaller decidual area, while JU.CBA conceptuses
induced the largest decidual response in JU mothers, but had the lightest
placentae with the smallest decidual area. This lack of association between
decidual weight and area is apparent in other situations and in comparisons
between decidual weight and trophoblast area.
While decidual weight on the 7th day of pregnancy was not associated with
placental measurements on the 18th day, there was an association between
were
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decidual and foetal weight. The maternal environment of CBA.JU mothers,
relative to that ofJU.CBA mothers, reduced decidual weight on the 7th day of
pregnancy and restricted foetal growth, as measured by foetal weight on the
18th day, but had no effect on placental weight. Similarly, in comparisons
between CBA.C57 and C57.CBA mothers, no significant differences in placental
weight were apparent although (C57.CBA)CBA decidual and foetal weights
were significantly heavier than those of (CBA.C57)CBA conceptuses (P<0-01).
No significant differences in decidual weight between JU.C57 and C57.JU
mothers were found, however, although differences in foetal weight occurred,
but in this instance placental weight also differed. Directly analagous com¬
parisons in inbred mothers are not possible due to genetic differences between
mothers in reciprocal crosses, but in the comparison between JU.CBA and
Table 5
areas of trophoblast and decidual tissue from midline placental

sections

Genotype of sire
Genotype
of
dam

JU

C57
CBA

JU.CBA
CBA.JU
JU.C57
C57.JU

C57.CBA
CBA.C57

JU

Trophoblasl
area
{mm2±S.E.)
10-82 + 0-27
9-84 + 0-71
10-38 + 0-09
10-59 + 0-55

8-37±0-18
9-94±0-42

8-49 + 0-41
8-95 ±0-29

9·12±0·25

C57
Decidual
area

{mm2±S.E.)
2-31+0-19
2-16 + 0-72

2·26±0·15
2-46 + 0-15

1-92 ±0-05

2·07±0·12

1-99 + 0-11
2-17 + 0-11
2-00 ±0-08

Trophoblasl
area
{mm2±S.E.)
10-42 ±0-32
7-32 + 0-40
9-66 ±0-37
8-47 ±0-40
8-68 + 0-39
9-19 + 0-33
7-98 + 0-51
7-01 ±0-05
7-70 + 0-61

CBA
Decidual
area

{mm2±S.E.)
2-22 + 0-16
1-79 ±0-07

2·00±0·15
1-80 + 0-05

2·03±0·13
1-87 ±0-08
1-96 + 0-11
1-84 + 0-10
1-80 + 0-06

Trophoblasl
area
{mm2±S.E.)
10-52 ±0-35
8-77 + 0-33
9-83 ±0-44
9-53 ±0-36
8-46 + 0-32
9-60 + 0-28
7-89 ±0-20

7·77±0-14

8-02 ±0-27

Decidual
area

{mm2±S.E.)
2-06 + 0-06
1-90 + 0-14
1-75 + 0-16
1-92 ±0-06
1-72 + 0-12
2-27 + 0-07
1-87 ±0-09
1-58 + 0-07
1-84 + 0-09

CBA.JU conceptuses, where there was no difference in placental weight, both
decidual and foetal weights were heavier in JU mothers. In the other reciprocal
crosses, the differences in decidual weight were not significant, and, although
foetal weights differed, so too did placental weights.
DISCUSSION

The extent of the DCR will depend not only on the period of time from induc¬
tion to autopsy, but also on the strength of the induction stimulus and the
ability of the uterus to respond.
Significant differences between genotypes in uterine responsiveness to DCR
induction by oil were apparent, as too were variations in the maternal environ¬
ment not directly dependent on genotype. The rate of increase in uterine weight
after DCR induction by oil, however, did not differ significantly between females
of different genotypes.
The time of uterine sensitivity to DCR induction is maternally controlled
and probably independent of the genotype of the conceptus. Differences in
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decidual weight, therefore, within mothers of a given genotype, indicate that
either the strength of the decidual stimulus, or the rate of decidual development,
is affected by the genotype of the conceptus. The stage of development of the
conceptus at the time of uterine sensitivity to DCR induction may affect the
strength of stimulus, but in three instances, where differences in decidual weight
were detected, there was no consistent association, within mothers of a given
genotype, between decidual weight and the stage of development of the
conceptus (Table 3). Thus, although in certain strain combinations the rate of
development of the conceptus may be affected by its genotype (McLaren,
1968), differences in decidual weight not associated with this factor occur, and
a conceptus may therefore exhibit heterosis in its ability to produce the DCR.
The data obtained from Fi mothers are of particular interest for, in every
instance, the decidual weight was greater when the sire was of a parental strain
than when the sire was of an unrelated strain. The decidual stimulus or the
subsequent rate of DCR development was, therefore, less when the conceptus
was derived from a mating with an unrelated strain than when the conceptus
was derived from a backcross.
Conceptuses derived from mating with an unrelated strain are outbred while
those from a backcross are, on average, 50% inbred. The 'vigour' of the outbred
conceptuses might be expected to be greater than that of 50% inbred conceptuses
although evidence from other sources suggests that this difference may be small
(Robertson & Reeve, 1955; Sved, Reed & Bodmer, 1967).'The decidual
response induced by the outbred conceptus, however, was the smallest in all
instances.
Outbred conceptuses differ antigenically from their mothers while con¬
ceptuses derived from a backcross possess no antigens that are not present in the
mother. It is possible, therefore, that when mother and conceptus differ
antigenically, the DCR is reduced. In order, therefore, that hybrid vigour in
the decidual response may be detected, the increase in response due to hybrid
vigour must be greater than the reduction due to the antigenic differences
between mother and conceptus.
It is postulated that the reduction in decidual response, in the presence of
antigenic differences between mother and conceptus, reflects an immunological
interaction which impairs the ability of the conceptus to elicit the DCR or
reduces the rate of development of the DCR.
It has been postulated (Billington, 1964) that hybrid placentae are heavier
due to antigenic differences between mother and conceptus, and that heterosis,
as such, has little to do with the increase in placental weight associated with
cross-breeding (McLaren, 1965; McCarthy, 1965). In JU mothers, however,
JU.C57 placentae did not differ in weight from JU.JU placentae and JU.CBA
placentae were significantly lighter. While in Fl mothers, where differences
attributable to heterosis are reduced, placental weight in the presence of anti¬
genic differences was heaviest only in C57.CBA mothers.
There was no apparent association between decidual weight on the 7th day
of pregnancy and either placental weight or placental morphology. However,
the positive association between decidual weight and foetal weight in all
comparisons where placental weight remained constant lends support to the
H
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concept that the DCR may act as a source of nutrition during early pregnancy.
It is possible, however, that foetal weight is not greater as a result of the more

extensive DCR, but that both decidual and foetal
third factor.

weight

are

dependent on

a
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